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“A person of power, like you, Lynn,” Jaguar Woman said, “is looking for a very special
person who is spiritual, a person who understands power, magical realms, dreaming.
He doesn’t have to be all that you are, but he must understand your power and
respect it. Most important to you, I think, is respect. Somebody who knows who you
are, who maybe doesn’t follow you down all those trails. And I think that’s what we’re
all looking for, no matter who we are in life. We need someone whom we can respect
and who can respect us, even if our lives are vastly different. Sometimes that makes
life very interesting.”[Jaguar Woman, in “Dark Sister”]

My Dear Friend,
Isn’t that true for all of us? We want relationships with people we can respect, and who respect
us. We crave connection with others, and yet so often that connection becomes something very
different from what we originally had envisioned. Why does that happen?
One of our greatest stumbling blocks in life is our fear of being alone, our fear of being separate,
of being different, of being looked at as a failure if something doesn’t work out the first time we
try. We crave relationships, yet once we create a connection with someone, how do we keep our
heart open and honest in a way that nurtures that connection? So often, we end up in
relationships that don’t nurture us, or in which we aren’t able to nurture the other person. We
begin with such high expectations, and yet so often we discover that we need to get out of an
unhealthy situation. How does that happen? How does that reflect our relationship with
ourselves?
Our relationships are profoundly strong influences in our lives, the good ones as well as the
troubled. It begins with our relationship with ourselves. The Art of Sacred Relationship must have
its foundation in how we treat ourselves, nurture ourselves, what we expect of ourselves. How we
act and react in other relationships is intimately tied into our own sense of self-worth, personal

power, well-being and our ability to influence the world around us. It is a matter of what we bring
into those relationships, including our attitudes and our expectations of what it “should” be all
about. When we transform the way we handle a negative or unhealthy relationship, we discover
that we are able to move to a higher appreciation of life.
Albert Einstein said, “You cannot solve a problem with the same consciousness that created it in
the first place.” We create our relationships through our consciousness and expectations – both
the good ones and the un-healthy ones. So how do we step out of the “I – me – me” of a
relationship, and transform it without giving away all of our power and majesty?
We begin by healing our relationship with Self, and becoming Whole once more. It is important to
explore those areas of our being for what has been split away from us, the pieces of our puzzle
that have been misplaced or lost. Shamans often talk about Spirit loss and Spirit retrieval, and
what many of them do is to go out themselves and bring back your pieces for you. I don’t work
that way; I honor your ability, and guide you as you heal yourself. There is a ceremony that I
want to do with you that I call Soul Retrieval. Together we can look at not only the past year, but
your entire lifetime, the traumas that have occurred during your lifetime and the pieces that you
would like to retrieve to make yourself whole once again, so that you can start anew when you
return home after our Gathering, completely new and renewed. You have been doing much work
on the traumas that you’ve experienced in your life of varying degrees. Now is the time to bring
those pieces of yourself back. They are owned by you, they are defined by you, they are part of
you, and they do need to be returned.
Once your Spirit is healed and whole, you are truly ready to embark on new ways of being in
relationship with yourself and with the world around you. Together we will explore the art of
Sacred Relationship, beginning with aspects of Nature, and moving into our relationship with
others, walking our Shamanic path with love and respect, our Shamanic Hearts open and
available.
Our lives are busy, and we are pulled in many different directions, constantly. We need every now
and then to step away, to remove ourselves from the demands and distractions, and focus on
ourselves. We need to retreat into a sacred space and time, even if just for a few days. That is
why I plan yearly gatherings, retreats away from the distractions and demands of everyday life.
Our gatherings give us the time for pulling back the bow, a time for contemplation, for
hibernation, a time for understanding the Great Mother Bear within each of us. Mother Bear is the
Great Dreamer, the Hibernator, the one who moves into the silence and the stillness of her own
cave to contemplate the Great Spirit and to more deeply understand all that has occurred in the
past year.
It is during our retreats that we can truly move more deeply into ourselves, that we reap the
effects of what we have become in the past many months. It is a time to sit quietly in our secret
space with the Medicine Woman within each of us, with our Power Animals, with that Higher
Council, the Old Wise One. That is where we find the key to the unconscious. It is with them that
we take what we have created in the physical world and blend it with the Akashic Record, with

the all-knowledge of the subconscious, with the all-truth to see if all the pieces of our puzzle fit
together.
We observe the totality of our being during these gatherings, and experience what is missing,
what is needed. It is like working on repairing or maintaining a house. You go to the area of that
house that needs to be mended, that needs re-construction, or perhaps needs to be built up
again, and you work on that corner, or that foundation, until it is polished and beautifully finished.
This year, we have our first ever Writing Weekend in Canada, for this very reason. Together we
slip away from the cares of the world and move into You. Your story. Your song. Your work with
words as they become the symbols for your soul. As you climb your own Tree of Dreams to sing
your song so the world can finally hear you, you learn about power in your life and how to claim it
through your vision and your words.
“I think when you cannot be yourself, it makes you want to write, because in your
writing, you can be who you truly are. You can write characters that sometimes can
live out the dreams that you are afraid to speak of, and that’s a good thing. I think
that is when writing really makes you feel better. So often, I talk to writers who
agonize through every page. They hate their writing; they hate to write. They don’t
like the process, but they are possessed by the muse. So that is what they do. They
cannot do otherwise…. I look at it [writing] to change me somehow, to move me
beyond myself, to entertain me in some way. My sense of writing has been to explore
the unknown mystery of life.” [“Writing Spirit” by Lynn Andrews]
During our weekend, we will be a small, intimate group, able to truly work together as well as
alone on our relationship with ourselves and our writing. We will connect with our Soul, and find
new ways to express ourselves through the words we write.
Our Joshua Tree Gathering is about self-discovery and relationship as well. We will explore “How
Wisdom Comes: Soul Retrieval and the Art of Sacred Relationship.” It’s about pulling
back the bow, and discovering what the target truly is in front of you so that when you aim the
arrow, you can strike right into the central essence of you and strike into what is needed for your
coming year and your coming experience of growth. It is the time to collect your thoughts and
collect all of the beginnings you have endeavored to start during the last year. It is a time to
contemplate your successes and your failures. It is a time to claim your dreams and give them
shape. It is a time to rebuild ourselves and our ability to create and maintain Sacred Relationship
with ourselves, and with all those around us.
Sacred Relationship is about loving others, finding ways to be intimate with our thoughts and feelings, and
moving into the balance of being our truest Self.
Agnes and I sat beneath a purple and orange sky. She reached out to me, touching my shoulder.
“My daughter, how did the story of Julio and Sin Corazon relate to the teachings of the clay pots? Tell
me what you discovered.”

I thought for some time with my eyes closed, centering myself and moving into my place of power.“I
realize that in loving someone, I will complete myself within the oneness of all of life. The most
extraordinary gift is what only I can give, and it is important to honor how that gift changes someone. In
keeping my heart open, I help those I love to enter into situations and experiences they would never
have seen or felt on their own.
“That’s how the gift of completion is offered. You can intervene in your loving, and fill up someone’s
holes by extending your energy into them. But if you fool yourself by thinking you’ve filled yourself and
are complete when you aren’t, you might be unable to make the transit to wholeness. As soon as you
assume you have it all, energy begins to drain away. But from the moment you are truly filled and
whole, there’s movement and a sense of completion. Then you become filled with radiant light, the
breath of God breathing within you.
“In this society we spend a great deal of time blaming those whom we love for our inconsistencies and
lapses. It is important and essential that we take responsibility for our own imperfections.
“Sin Corazon and Julio have both changed those aspects of imperfections within themselves so that they
can be together. In a symbolic way, Julio and Sin Corazon are doing what we are all doing in the actions
and crises of our lives: desperately seeking a way of moving out of duality.
“We destroy love by not trusting our vulnerability. Because of the agony of duality so clear in the
beginning of their relationship, Julio and Sin Corazon overcame separateness. But if they are not careful,
they will search for ways to dominate each other, and end the unconditional love that they felt upon
their marriage.
“What does this say about the quality of our ability to love? It appears that our culture is only capable of
duality. To be whole, you much embrace both of these poles, which is unconditional love. If we were
lucky, our parents’ love for us may be our only experience of this unconditional love that goes beyond
duality. We must begin to love our inner circle unconditionally, in a much bigger way, and develop
caring on a very profound level. Where do we learn about this kind of love? Through understanding our
relationship to and our awareness of the Great Spirit within us.”
Agnes nodded in agreement. A soft wind had come up from the south, carrying the scent of
honeysuckle. Raising her eyebrows in a wide smile, she hugged me.
[From “Dark Sister” by Lynn V. Andrews]
In Spirit,
Lynn

A Gathering of Writers with Lynn Andrews
Please join us for our first ever writing gathering in Canada! “Discover the Power of Your Story,
Writing an Intentional Life” will be an intimate gathering with New York Times Bestselling author,
Lynn Andrews! As you discover the story you have within you, your writing will take on new
dimensions, depth and intention, and you will embrace your inspiration and life as a writer in
new and fulfilling ways.
More Infor Here

27th Annual Joshua Tree Event
During this event we will experience kinship with different aspects of nature, and move deeply into our soul’s
history to find the message we chose for our relationships in this lifetime. Through teachings, meditation and
guided visualization, we will:



retrieve the pieces of our soul that we may have lost along the way.



Explore new ways of creating relationship that will open our body-mind and heart, allowing us to
experience boundaries with gratefulness and move into a state of joy .



Create relationship with an aspect of Nature in a way that opens our shamanic heart in new ways.



Begin to envision a new way to create a happy home through a shift in our relationship with Self
and Others.

The reason that people keep coming back to this extraordinary gathering for all these years is that it really works!
You enter the gathering through the Elk Pole Ceremony, dancing around our magnificent Elk Pole and tying your
own ribbon to the Pole in a ceremony of joining and honor. As you do this, you empty yourself of the cares and
woes of the everyday world so that you can be filled with something new and vibrant over the course of the next
few days. You leave the gathering filled with so much more spirit and light, so much more energy, understanding
and wisdom, than you ever thought possible when you arrived.
I invite you to join me, and I look forward to meeting you with great anticipation.
More Info Here

Usability and Elegance
This year, I am proud to present a series of four-week on-line courses that will begin to help you shape-shift your
world from one of stress and chaos as you re-create yourselves through awareness and balance. As we each face the
situations that life presents us with intention and power, rather than reacting from a place of fear or confusion, we
begin to choose our own happiness, able to manifest the life we truly deserve.

This series of courses is about getting to a place of truth and surviving joyously, through the ancient
teachings of shamanism, as taught to me by my teachers, the Sisterhood of the Shields. How do we survive
the onslaught of pressure that is created symbolically by the extremes of this time we live in? We must
change. We don’t have any choice. We’re going along kicking and screaming, complaining endlessly as a
distraction against the very thing that we need, which is to be able to flow with the river of life. It is time
now to go with it, because really, there’s nothing else you can do. You can kick and scream all you want.
The water will just rush right over you. Or you can choose to live intentionally, to flow.
We experience the chaos of the world around us as both extreme stress and extreme possibility. Your
frustration builds because you don’t quite know what you’re reaching for. We know there’s something there.
You’ve seen the mystery or you would not be here. We experience that too as extreme levels of pain and joy
and excitement. We are experiencing a fascination for things that are new. That’s unusual. Most human
beings are terrified of what’s new and we’re very afraid of change – many are experiencing an even deeper
terror of the change that enlightenment or awareness implies. Change means you have to drop a whole lot
of stuff that makes you “feel safe,” and choose to move forward into possibility with intention.

It is time for you to develop the more powerful aspects of your character, affecting change in
your cellular structure. You have to lift up your energy field so that there is more fire inside of
you so that you can begin to transform. But it’s not the slow growing and evolving over centuries
that I’m speaking of. It’s more like a mutation. It’s as if you are beginning to develop access to
new cellular strength – DNA, wisdom and knowledge – that has been held for centuries within
you but which you have never actually been able to use in your life until now.
In this year’s courses, I will lead you out of the chaos that comes from living in reaction to
situations that occur each day into the beauty and peace that comes from living a life of
Intention, standing in your own Power as you choose to manifest the life you so richly deserve.
Please join me!
More Info Here

Writing Spirit - The School
Imagine that you are a writer, a wise elder looking back on your life, reflecting on your legacy. If you were
to write your legacy, what would you say? What would your story be? What would you like those who come
after you to know of your experiences?
You are a writer. Your act of power is the book or the story that you have within you. It is time now for you
to bloom, to find your voice, to begin to put on paper what is within you. It is time for you to enter into the
power and majesty of your own Writing Spirit.

Join us! Our next session begins July 1, and it is not too early to register! In my Writing School,
you will learn how to go into that space to find the kernels of truth you have planted through
your own choice of words and ideas. So often we don’t realize the full import of what we are
saying until we’ve already said it. As you begin to stalk the truth between the words, magical and
wonderful things begin to happen! You will certainly feel shifted at the end of this magical
journey. Experience the mystery of shamanism as you travel out of old shadows into the special
light of YOUR Writing Spirit! Let the magic begin!
More Info Here

• April 3, 2016, Sunday, 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. (Central Standard Time), "Living an Intentional Life with the Teachings of the Sacred Wheel, a Workshop with Lynn V. Andrews." Body, Soul, Spirit

Expo, at Evraz Place, in Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. For more details:
https://www.facebook.com/events/821622081298254/
• April 9, 2016, Saturday. “How Wisdom Comes: The Sacred Art of Communication”. 9:30am to
5:30pm (Pacific Daylight Time) Join Lynn at the Spiritual Center for Positive Living in Cameron
Park, CA. Details at www.scpositiveliving.com
• April 25, 2016, “Catch the Happiness Bus” — a 21 day Telesummit featuring Lynn Andrews and
twenty other spiritual leaders and life coaches. Watch for more details!

Scotland with Lynn Andrews
Register now for this wonderful trip! Join Lynn Andrews as we weave our way through Scotland for 8 magical
day, visiting sites rich in ancient history and spirituality that a part of our favorite stories and legends. Lynn
will guide you to learn:



The secret of how to work with the energies of Mother Earth.



How to restore feminine power.



To experience love at the highest levels.



To tap into a life without fear.

Follow the stories of Merlin and the Knights Templar, visit stone circles, Loch Lomond, the quartz crusted
mountain of Schiehallion, Rosslyn Chapel, and more!
Register or More Info Here

Arizona Phoenix Council: “To my knowledge we are the only active council in Arizona now. We
have had a council here since the first Joshua Tree which was in 1989. That is a long time. I took over as
council coordinator in 1993 or 1994. We meet monthly usually on Sundays from 10am-2 or 3 pm. We always
have a potluck and the groups select the topics a year ahead, all based on Lynn Andrew’s teachings. Our
group is comprised of about 20 people, usually we have 8-12 people at our gatherings. We meet in the
greater Phoenix area, sometimes the east valley, some in Phoenix and Tempe depending on the members
who want to open their homes. We go dormant in July and August, and some years in June.” For information
contact: lynmatthew@aol.com

At this meeting, we created our “Mask of Power” following the teachings from the Sisterhood of
the Shields given to us by Lynn Andrews. We have created so many beautiful tools, and even
joined Lynn one month to visit a butterfly museum where we witnessed the actual
transformation of caterpillers into chrysalis and then the emergence of the butterflies, as Lynn
spoke to us about transformation. Every month is a wonderful journey together!

